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Executive summary  

MediaMixer is a support action whose goal is to promote innovative multimedia technology (centred around media 

fragments and semantics) towards the industry which has business problems to solve and for which we believe these 

technologies can provide a solution. In MediaMixer, we focused on the industry domains of e-learning (media 

distributors), copyright management (media owners), media archives and broadcasters (media producers). This 

deliverable reflects on the impact achieved in each of these communities by MediaMixer, based on the contact with 

industry members, participation and presentation at events related to the industry domain, and the creation and 

distribution of materials related to the technology benefits for that domain.  
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1.  Introduction 
 
The goal of MediaMixer is to promote innovative multimedia technology (centred around media fragments and 

semantics) towards the industry which has business problems to solve and for which we believe these technologies 

can provide a solution. In MediaMixer, we focused on the industry domains of e-learning (media distributors), 

copyright management (media owners), as well as media archives and broadcasters (media producers). This 

deliverable reflects on the impact achieved in each of these communities by MediaMixer, based on the contact with 

industry members, participation and presentation at events related to the industry domain, and the creation and 

distribution of materials related to the technology benefits for that domain.  

Chapter 2 looks at impact on the media owning community in the context of solutions to managing digital copyright 

in the online age of content sharing and remixing.  

 

Chapter 3 looks at impact on the media distributing community in the context of solutions to better media offers 

(search, retrieval and re-mixing) on their platforms, focused in the domain of e-learning video. 

 

Chapter 4 looks at impact on the media producing community in the context of the archives who are tasked with 

storing and preserving media productions (and increasingly making it easy to find and re-use again) as well as the 

media producers themselves who are beginning to realise the importance of better annotation at the production phase 

to help facilitate future archival and rediscovery. In particular, we have focused on the domain of TV broadcasters, 

who achieve cost and time benefits of eased re-use of existing video footage.    

 

Disclaimer: As D5.5.3 is a public deliverable, the descriptions of impact to industry do not cover all initiatives of the 

private companies to commercialize the MediaMixer technology, as this would conflict with their exploitation 

interests. Especially the contacts and demonstrations for several media, finance and political organisations are quite 

promising but we currently remain under a Non Disclosure Agreement with respect to them.  
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2. Impact on media owners (digital copyright) 
 
This section summarizes the outreach of the MediaMixer project in relation to the media owners’ community. This 

community involves specially rights holders and other actors dealing with the copyright on media assets. 

 

During the project, different kinds of actors in this community have been contacted, ranging from associations like 

the European Broadcasters Union to small and starting companies like Commons Machinery. 

 

The kinds of actions carried out in conjunction with this organizations also varies, ranging from just a first contact 

where MediaMixer technologies are introduced to the collaboration in preparing MediaMixer demos or even to the 

creation of joint products or project proposals integrating MediaMixer technologies. 

 

The next subsections detail particular outreach actions, with one subsection for each contacted actor. They are rougly 

ordered starting from the more fruitful collaborations to the simple initial contacts at the end of this section. 

 

NueMeta LLC 

http://nuemeta.com  

 

From the point of view of media owners and digital copyright, NueMeta LLC has been a key partner when driving 

impact to the industry. NueMeta is a technical development and service provider that helps media and entertainment 

companies design and develop digital asset management and royalty reporting systems, which embrace global 

metadata and messaging standards.  

For instance, they are experts in DDEX, the Digital Data Exchange industry standard for digital content distribution 

and also participate actively in the corresponding standardization bodies. 

NueMeta joined as MediaMixer core member on February 2014, though the collaboration with them had started 

before MediaMixer. In any case, it was strengthened during the project. 

In addition to facilitating contact with interested organizations during MediaMixer trip to New York (like YouTube, 

Sony, Harry Fox Agency, etc.) as detailed below, the collaboration with NueMeta has resulted in the User Generated 

Content Copyright Management demonstrator developed during the project.  

Moreover, more recently, Universitat de Lleida has started integrating their semantic copyright management tools in 

the DIYstribution product by NueMeta and has participated in a joint proposal for a project related with asset 

management for a Grammy-awarded independent music label in the United States.  

More details of the outcomes of the collaboration with NueMeta are provided in a dedicated section about 

MediaMixer acquisition and follow up with core members in Deliverable D3.3.4, concretely in Section 4. 

Sony DADC  

http://www.sonydadc.com  

 

Sony Digital Audio Disc Corporation (Sony DADC) is mainly a manufacturer of Compact Discs, DVDs, UMDs, and 

Blu-ray Discs. The company has many plants worldwide. Although it primarily services Sony Music Entertainment-

owned record labels, it also manufactures discs for other labels. Recently, Sony DADC has started to diversify its 

business and aims at providing its clients complete solutions for digital music management and distribution. 

In this context, Universitat de Lleida and NueMeta started a pilot project for Sony DADC to explore the possibilities 

of semantic technologies and particularly semantic copyright management. The pilot project aim was to deal with 

copyright management of media assets in User Generated Content channels. The use case and the last version of the 

demo are described in Deliverable D2.2.3. 

  

http://nuemeta.com/
http://www.sonydadc.com/
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Linked Content Coalition (LCC) 

http://www.linkedcontentcoalition.org  

 

The LCC is a cross-media coalition of experts that has been working since March 2012 to 

address one of the major challenges facing the global content industry, the challenge of how 

to assert ownership of online content and of how to communicate copyright terms and conditions in the digital 

environment. The LCC has developed the Rights Reference Model (RRM), a conceptual framework for the modeling 

of copyright terms and conditions. However, this is just a conceptual model that lacks an implementation beyond the 

XML schemas that have been also released together with the framework. 

To this end, a collaboration has been established with the MediaMixer project where the project contributes its 

experience with semantic technologies and has started to implement the copyright scenario identified by LCC using 

the Copyright Ontology. Though it has not been possible to involve the LCC coalition as core member because the 

coalition activities have already ended, the idea is to continue the collaboration through the RDI Rights Data 

Integration European project (CIP-ICT-PSP.2012.2.1, project reference 325150). 

European Broadcasting Union (EBU)  

The European Broadcasting Union is the world's foremost alliance of public service media 

entities, comprising 74 Active Members in 56 countries and 42 Associate Members from a 

further 24 countries.  

The cooperation with MediaMixer started when EBU accepted the MediaMixer application to participate in the 

Metadata Developer Network Workshop 2013 and was invited to participate in this event, organized by EBU in its 

Geneva headquarters from June 5th to 6th 2013, with a talk about MediaMixer and rights management: “MediaMixer: 

facilitating media fragments mixing and its rights management using semantic technologies”. 

The collaboration continued with the participation as a member of EBU's Media Information Management (MIM) 

group in two of the reports of this group: 

 First, a general overview of the MediaMixer semantic technologies were featured in EBU’s - MIM Group 

publication TR019 "Semantic Web Activity Report" published in September 2013 and available from: 

http://tech.ebu.ch/docs/techreports/tr019.pdf  

 Second, MediaMixer has contributed its approach based on Semantic Web technologies and the Copyright 

Ontology to the report under preparation by the EBU group Metadata Models (MM) and currently titled 

“EBU Report on Audio Visual Rights”, planned to be published during the second quarter of 2014. 

YouTube  

http://www.youtube.com 

 

Facilitated and together with NueMeta, during the MediaMixer trip to New York to attend 

the DAM and SemTechNYC 2013 events, a visit to Google offices in Chelsea Market was carried out. During this 

meeting, the UGC use case was demonstrated to the YouTube product manager. A lot of interest and feedback was 

gathered during that meeting, together with additional requirements that resulted in the preliminary use case “License 

Interchange for User Generated Content”.  

This use case aims to overcome one of the main drawbacks of YouTube’s AudioID and VideoID mechanism for the 

identification of copyrighted materials in UGC. This is that even if the creator of UGC has legally acquired the right 

to reuse copyrighted material, his content is blocked in YouTube because there is not a mechanism to communicate 

this fact.  

Consequently, to improve user protection in this case, it is necessary to include a mechanism that allows users, when 

uploading their UGC or when they are requested because their content is going to be blocked, to communicate that 

they have acquired all required rights on the content they are reusing. This use case is currently being discussed with 

YouTube representatives. 

 

http://www.linkedcontentcoalition.org/
http://tech.ebu.ch/docs/techreports/tr019.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/
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Commons Machinery  

http://commonsmachinery.se 

 

Commons Machinery is a company founded in 2013 and funded by the Shuttleworth Foundation. 

Its objective is to build the infrastructure needed to ensure that contextual information about a digital 

work is never lost. This will safeguard information such as the attribution, the terms of use and 

where it was created, persistently associating a creator with her creation. 

MediaMixer has collaborated with Commons Machinery as reviewer of the report "Expressing rights 

with metadata: state of the art standards"1 they are preparing. Moreover, there is potential for future collaborations 

with Universitat de Lleida related with expressing attribution information using semantic technologies. 

Semantic Technologies & Business, Media Industry 

http://semtechbiznyc2013.semanticweb.com 

 

MediaMixer was invited to speak at one of the main industry events related 

with semantic technologies, concretely to its 2013 edition in New York, 

where the editions more connected with the media industry take place, the Semantic Technology & Business 

Conference NYC 2013 (SemTechNYC’13). The event took place from October 2nd to 3rd in New York. The 

presentation was "Linked Data: the Entry Point for Worldwide Media Fragments Re-use and Copyright 

Management?”, which is available from the Community Portal and the SlideShare channel2. 

Digital Asset Management Community 

http://provideocoalitionexpo.com/event/schedule/digital-asset-management-

conference-new-york 

 

The Digital Asset Management community in the United States was reached through one of their main conferences, 

the Createasphere Digital Asset Management Conference, October 7th and 8th 2013, New York. MediaMixer co-

sponsored this event and participated with a presentation entitled "Media Mixer Project Presentation”3. Digital Asset 

Management providers like MediaBeacon or Razuna, organisations like IDEAlliance or clients like BCA Research 

or Burman Associates where contacted during the event. 

Pearson 

http://www.pearson.com  

 

Pearson was contacted as a result of a Linked Content Coalition meeting. Further discussions identified their interest 

in the Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL) as the rights language they were exploring internally. More details 

about MediaMixer involvement with ODRL are provided below. 

The collaboration with Pearson has concretized for the moment in their participation in the MediaMixer Innovation 

Day workshop4. Moreover, future contacts have been established to explore the application of semantic technologies 

for asset management at Pearson, potentially as part of the participation of Pearson in the Rights Data Integration 

(RDI) European project. 

                                                             
 
1 Peter Liljenberg: "Expressing rights with metadata: state of the art standards", Commons Machinery, October 2013. 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NfSgO7tD0shDNAzklEieBCYX2mDd2uGrvZGKgD87EnI/  
2 Roberto García: “Linked Data: the Entry Point for Worldwide Media Fragments Re-use and Copyright Management?". 
October 2nd 2013. http://www.slideshare.net/rogargon/sem-technyc-linkeddataformediafragmentmanagement  
3 Roberto García: “Media Mixer Project Presentation”. October 7th 2013, New York. 
http://www.slideshare.net/rogargon/damny-media-mixer  
4 http://www.mediamixer.eu/innovate  

http://commonsmachinery.se/
http://semtechbiznyc2013.semanticweb.com/
http://provideocoalitionexpo.com/event/schedule/digital-asset-management-conference-new-york
http://provideocoalitionexpo.com/event/schedule/digital-asset-management-conference-new-york
http://www.pearson.com/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NfSgO7tD0shDNAzklEieBCYX2mDd2uGrvZGKgD87EnI/
http://www.slideshare.net/rogargon/sem-technyc-linkeddataformediafragmentmanagement
http://www.slideshare.net/rogargon/damny-media-mixer
http://www.mediamixer.eu/innovate
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Open Digital Rights Language Community 

http://www.w3.org/community/odrl  

 

The Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL) Initiative is an international effort, 

currently structured as a W3C Community Group, aimed at developing and 

promoting an open standard for policy expressions. ODRL provides flexible and interoperable mechanisms to support 

transparent and innovative use of digital content in publishing, distribution and consumption of digital media across 

all sectors and communities. 

ODRL is currently developing a version based on semantic technologies, in addition to the existing XML version. In 

this sense, there have been first contacts with Renato Iannella (ODRL Chair) to start mapping ODRL ontology to the 

Copyright Ontology to facilitate its definition and implementation. The idea is to continue this effort beyond 

MediaMixer completion. The next figure illustrates some of the outcomes attained so far. 

 

Radio France  

http://www.radiofrance.fr 

 

The first contact with Radio France was during EBU Metadata Developer Network Workshop 

2013. They showed a lot of interest in semantic technologies for managing their media assets. 

Their plan was to start with asset management and then move to copyright management. However, 

it has been impossible to concretize a use case or a demo with Radio France during the MediaMixer project. In any 

case, last contacts are promising and Universitat de Lleida is planning future meetings beyond MediaMixer with 

Radio France. 

Harry Fox Agency  

http://www.harryfox.com 

 

The Harry Fox Agency (HFA) is a provider of rights management and collector and distributor of 

mechanical license fees on behalf of music publishers in the United States. HFA has over 46,000 

music publishing clients and issues the largest number of licenses for physical and digital formats 

of music.  

There was a meeting with a HFA Senior VP facilitated by NueMeta during the trip to New York, where the UGC 

use case was demoed and a lot of feedback about the copyright dimension of the demo was collected. However, it 

was not possible to identify a potential use case for collaboration and the opportunity to build a demo. 

http://www.w3.org/community/odrl
http://www.radiofrance.fr/
http://www.harryfox.com/
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Future Plans 

As it has been already pointed out in the previous subsections, when describing the impact on specific media owners, 

in many cases it has been possible to identify opportunities for future collaboration beyond MediaMixer. 

To summarize, the more promising scenarios for future collaboration are with NueMeta, concretely in continuing the 

integration of semantic copyright management into the DIYstribution product by NueMeta and in the joint 

development of digital asset management solutions for a Grammy-awarded independent music label in the United 

States.  

Additionally, there are also interesting opportunities to continue exploring and applying semantic technologies for 

media owners in the cases of Pearson, Radio France or ODRL. Finally, further efforts are going to take place to keep 

and strengthen the collaboration with YouTube or the Linked Content Coalition / Rights Data Integration. 
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3. Impact on media distributors (e-learning) 
 
Partner Jožef Stefan Institute (JSI) hosts and maintains the Videolectures.NET platform - the e-learning platform for 

the scientific community, and is so involved in the e-learning domain. As use case partner JSI integrated the 

MediaMixer technology into Videolectures.NET and hence demonstrated the value of the technology to the wider 

community while also benefitting from improved search and retrieval of fragments of its video assets, the 

MediaMixer technology affected other e-learning actors in this domain. The wider e-learning community addressed 

were specifically K4A, Opencast and OpenCourseWare consortium (OCWC)5, which are the three world’s main 

communities of higher education institutions that are dealing with the open access to free educational materials. The 

main effort in these communities is to find out how to interlink multimodal contents across many multi-lingual sites.  

 

The technology to support semantically interlinked multimedia fragmented video content lies in the core of these 

attempts. Before the MediaMixer project there were no feasible solutions to support this aspect. VideoLectures.NET 

has been recognized by these stated communities as one of the main video lectures distribution channel that includes 

already several innovative and semantically enhanced technologies. Moreover, JSI and K4A with the support of 

OCWC started the initiative OpeningUpSlovenia, which was launched at the OCWC global conference 2014 this 

April6. As Slovenia is successfully running for several years now many open education initiatives at all levels of 

education and VideoLectures.Net, the largest higher education OER project to date has been a driver and leading 

powerhouse for innovation recognized globally by the academic community, Slovenia has strategically committed 

to open education on all levels and over complete scale. Slovenia is therefore ready and concentrating efforts on 

topping up its assets to seize the opportunities of the digital revolution. This is attempted in the OpeningUpSlovenia 

case study. Moreover, Slovenia believes that there is a relatively small gap between current technologies for creation, 

remix, repurpose and redistribution of OER content and willingness to adopt these approaches in digital education in 

order to achieve an accurate enough conceptualization for creation of sustainable and scalable learning environments 

across all subjects and target audiences. By creating the OpeningUpSlovenia case study, Slovenia due to its size and 

scale is in an ideal position to support the EU in the race with other regions of the world in this field, as the USA and 

some Asian countries are investing in ICT-based strategies to reshape education and training with a fast pace.7. 

 

To summarize, Videolectures.NET is experiencing a direct benefit from MediaMixer with deep insight into the 

possibilities, technologies and strategies towards the semantic multimedia fragments as well through a promotion to 

the those institutions that already decided to go online and open and have been gathered together in the three 

communities K4A, Opencast and OCWC. MediaMixer succeeded in its overall goal of enabling exploitation of the 

MediaMixer technology in the domain of e-learning as being quantifiable by the following expected outcomes: 

a. Concrete public demonstrations of the technology, as applied to the media platform VideoLectures.NET 

b. Achievement of the early adopter effect, where JSI benefits from being early beneficiaries of the technology in the 

e-learning domain, and the visibility of these benefits will increase wider industry interest in uptake of the technology 

in e-learning (K4A, Opencast, OCWC, OpeningUpSlovenia) 

c. Achievement of a higher awareness of the technology within the e-learning domain,  

e. Direct contacts and collaborations between European research experts in semantic multimedia technology and 

industry partners which may be taken up and further pursued outside of the project (VideoLectures.NET, K4A, 

Opencast, OCWC, OpeningUpSlovenia) 

  

                                                             
 
5 OpenCourseWare Consortium was recently re-named and is now Open Education Consortium, but in this document we 
are still referring the old name in order to avoid confusion (http://www.openedconsortium.org/). 
The OpenCourseWare Consortium is a worldwide community of hundreds of higher education institutions and associated 
organizations committed to advancing open education and its impact on global education 
(http://www.openedconsortium.org/about-ocw/).  
6 OCWC Global Conference 2014: Open Education for a Multicultural World. 23-25 April, 2014, Ljubljana, Slovenia (). 
7 http://www.k4all.org/openingupslovenia/ 

http://www.openedconsortium.org/
http://www.openedconsortium.org/about-ocw/
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4.  Impact on media producers (archives and broadcasters) 
 
This section is devoted to activities that led to the identification of near-term value within the emergent area of media 

asset management, known as digital media stewardship.  The term encompasses the full media lifecycle in a way 

suitable for professional media industries current undergoing radical transformation.  MediaMixer promotes “Video 

as a first class citizen on the web”.  

 

Framework for scope of activities conducted by Acuity Unlimited (“Media Archives and Production”) 

 

Commercial Archives: FOCAL International and Presto 4U 

 

 
 

Commercial archival applies to all media industries, public and private sector, and of any size, from the individual 

cameraman depositing stock footage through major aggregators and archive services providers such as ITN Source. 

 

The initial activities of Acuity have been to validate the initial assumptions with the media archives industries.  

FOCAL International as the body key to representing archives’ commercial interests was represented for MediaMixer 

primarily by their Chair Sue Malden.  Additional one-one conversations were made directly with members through 

the course of the project at FOCAL-organised meetings and events, supported in this way.   

 

The results of these initial contacts were firstly feedback to the MediaMixer consortium as to goals that should be 

achieved, to demonstrate sufficient demand amongst its constituent members to warrant direct focus and greater 

collaborative status for MediaMixer Core Partnership, for which the FOCAL Board of Executives should be formally 

approached.  This also applies for direct emails to the FOCAL lists and other publicity channels.     

 

The advice (to paraphrase) was: 

 

Win interest with FOCAL members, succinctly capture answers to the questions: 

 

    (1) what has MediaMixer got and how do I use it? 

    (2) how do I access it? (ie, can I license it? Does it have an SLA, etc?) 

    (3) what is the business model (why I should invest time looking at it?) 

 

The approach taken to FOCAL members have subsequently respected these wishes for its membership and are 

reflected in those materials destined for FOCAL members, and influenced the approach taken by MediaMixer 

research partners. 

 

FOCAL supplied advice to assist with the need on MediaMixer to select suitable commercial use cases to narrow 

down the potentially enormous field of archives for use case development purposes.   The advice was (to paraphrase) 

to approach independent documentary film-makers, on the basis that they currently do not have straightforward 

access to production-grade DAMS, or preservation archival practices, or technical facilities (eg, using services in the 

cloud).  In this way, MediaMixer would be able to apply the new standards and techniques promoted without being 

required to first demonstrate that products based on them compete favourably on the open market, where user 

expectations might be set in terms of turnkey functionality.   

 

ACUITY attended by invitation work-shopping of user requirements and evaluate the prototype offering developed 

by BAFTA Research as FOCAL’s initial cloud service for members.  Such a centralized service might offer a clear 
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route to maximize deployment of added-value MediaMixer service capabilities, such as analysis and annotation, once 

established and deployed. 

 

ACUITY was invited to present at the New Developments Panel at the FOCAL Footage Training Week to gauge 

reaction and garner further interest wherever possible. 

 

FOCAL’s Chair helped co-ordinate Archiving Tomorrow 13 at which ACUITY further addressed professionals, 

with more concrete advocacy based on the involvement of the organization Islandora.  Archiving Tomorrow 2013 

(“AT13”) is a new industry event series, assisted by FOCAL’s Chair in its curation.  The intention discussed after 

the event with the organisers KES International, was to convene a professional community around the radical shifts 

in the environment in which archives are today situated.  The MediaMixer talk was technical compared to most, but 

served to bring interest to MediaMixer from media archives industry within various sectors, including: off-air 

recordings specially-licensed for institutional/non-commercial research; a national library required to curate and 

licence media collections alongside other digital deposits, the first global media citation standardisation from 

BUFVC8; a major UK broadcaster who are rolling out an enterprise-wide strategy fundamentally based around 

metadata; a commercial archive and media asset management system supplier.  MediaMixer was also discussed 

with the supplier of cloud-based archival and DAMS services for London’s production sector, of which archive and 

DAMS as a service is part. 

 

ACUITY here began discussions with KES International regarding InKT14, which eventually resulted in the holding 

and promotion of the MediaMixer Innovation Day event.  The promotion of MediaMixer to KES in this way served 

to maintain a strong connection to a professional media industry audience whilst promoting MediaMixer partners’ 

R&D expertise to the maximum extent.   

In terms of MediaMixer’s direct impact going forward KES International has invited ACUITY in connection with 

setting up of the second event in the series, AT15.9 

 

 

 

Media Production   

   
 

Media Production refers to the processes during creation of footage materials.   

Below the main events and outreach are summarized. 

 

There is recent activity around a new class of professional, relating to archives, the archive producer.  Once 

demonstrable technology is established, archive production professionals stand to be an entire class of use cases that 

stand to benefit from increased performance in locating content, and categorization in knowledge management terms, 

their chief “product”.  At the Copyright Day of Footage Training Week ACUITY had the opportunity to introduce 

MediaMixer to professionals attending (with some signups to the community portal).  There was explicit interest 

from representatives of the agency sector, who are now entering the production market driving growth in video 

                                                             
 
8 http://bufvc.ac.uk/projects-research/avcitation  
9 The original intention was for partner ACUITY to meet FOCAL Chair and organizers KES International at the InKT14 
conference dinner prior to the MediaMixer Innovation Day at event, but the meeting has been postponed. 
 

http://bufvc.ac.uk/projects-research/avcitation
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production for use over the web as well as other digital channels (digital broadcast, OTT etc). 

 

Partner ACUITY locally produced the MediaMixer industry attendance and sponsorship of the IBC London 

Technology Booster event.  Aside from the networking aspects to acquire partners and grow the community, 

information and intelligence as to where innovation and R&D outputs from the industry sector interested in the theme 

Connected Content and the Cloud, for which MediaMixer is relevant via its enabling semantically connected content 

and inherent ability for location in a (highly interoperable, and standardised) cloud services environment.    

 

The network and the list of opt-in attendees purchased through IBC LTB sponsorship has been used for promotion 

of the MediaMixer Innovation Day to over 100 C-level media industry executives.  A final email will be provided 

by MediaMixer summarizing all of its outputs for industry (focusing on the content created at 

http://mediamixer.eu/innovate) for local forwarding (as Acuity Unlimited must fulfill this requirement under UK 

Data Protection Law). 

 

Further interest in further MediaMixer participation has been established through meetings at the Presto Centre event 

Screening the Future; a contact (and moderator at the event) was initiated at the BBC and introduced to MediaMixer, 

helping to complement other contacts in different BBC departments and those already known to MediaMixer; hence 

promoting MediaMixer across one of the world’s largest producers, broadcasters and archives organisation. 

 

The connection through both FOCAL and pre-existing network through FIAT-IFTA has helped facilitate the outreach 

to the archive department of Irish national broadcaster RTE.  From this RTE have potentially the most relevant 

initiative in terms of impact the entire media archives industry, in terms of MediaMixer partners’ combined technical 

expertise and core mission.  The use of linked data and annotation within the Insight project, in combination with the 

national scale digital asset management services infrastructure for 11 Irish institutions DRI, built on top of Fedora 

Commons, and has the potential to offer RTE web-based semantic discovery and linkage.  The opportunity of 

MediaMixer technologies is clear. 

 

MediaMixer has been in contact with RTE starting with early contact at the FIAT-IFTA-MMC event, consistently 

followed up in respect to FOCAL footage week and meetings during subsequent visits to Ireland (with a followup 

invitation).  RTE’s Head of Archives and FIAT-IFTA member Brid Dooley and Director of DRI Sandra Collins 

accepted the offer to present at the MediaMixer Winter School event.   The schedule for the proposed Digital Biscuit 

2014 in Dublin for professional media production was inconvenient for DRI however, and ACUITY from 

MediaMixer attended to retain interest in MediaMixer from organizers the Screen Directors’ Guild of Ireland, but no 

planned sponsored presentation could be made at the time. 

 

Related to this is contact and a meeting with Dublin-based UCD, also Fedora implementers, whose library has taken 

on a media services unit, and they are in addition interested in using semantic techniques for access control.   

 

This connection was followed up at the recent RDA event, also Dublin, an event dealing where ACUITY contributed 

key topics regarding MediaMixer to leading influencers and decision makers within organizations seeking the 

benefits MediaMixer offers through its interoperability, use of the W3C technical architecture from the ground up.  

Here, interest in professional media production for use embedded within the leading born digital journal publications 

Ubiquity Press has been established, in the context also of their dedicated digital object repository system Dataverse.    

To finalise development of a commercial use case involving Ubiquity for commercial video production, a further 

meeting and followup from MediaMixer at the RDA is being established through links with scientific geological 

survey organization needing to combine datasets with professional media. 

 

Essential to the strategy involving open source is the strength of the community.  Duraspace, the formal foundation 

to maintain the sustainability of the software, has built on its experience and maintains an extremely robust developer 

and user community, in addition to its use as a “product”.  Partner ACUITY has been a regular weekly attendee of 

the upcoming Fedora 4 committer calls.  Fedora 4 is important in that it supports the web architecture central to 

MediaMixer’s technical strengths natively, including using RDF and the LDP (linked data protocol).  MediaMixer 

has been introduced by ACUITY at this alpha stage of development, use cases involving the Copyright Ontology in 

combination with XACML access control policies were recently proposed and accepted as a feature for followup.  
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Further, partner ACUITY has helped introduce W3C Media Fragments and Media Ontology to the current core 

Fedora 4 committer team.  Discussions on future development commitments and support for further use cases was 

initiated at the RDA with Duraspace’s Development Lead, and the Fedora 4 Product Manager David Wilcox has 

expressed interest in attending a follow up webinar, which ACUITY intends to organize shortly. 

 

In terms of realizing the Islandora commitment there has been initial contact with a major US film archive for several 

months.  This has led to some design and validation in connection with ACUITY’s development activities on behalf 

of Use Case partners ICM Reporting and Public Space for core support of W3C Media Fragments.  ACUITY sourced 

and subcontracted development that shows integration of Synote Media Player with Islandora. 

 

Partner ACUITY has been invited to show this support at the Islandora Camp in early May, at which point core 

Islandora developers will assist in its readying for its production release to the community.  The prototype adapts the 

existing Video Solutions Pack for Media Fragments.  Open Annotation will also be explored further based upon the 

Image Annotation support currently in beta.   

 

In this way, MediaMixer standards will become promoted and disseminated through the code itself, and offer new 

opportunities for partners to engage.   

 

Further to the Islandora connection and the film archive, at the time of writing, key stakeholders of the open source 

semantic production and tool development the US-based Media Ecology Project (MEP) wishes to explore at an initial 

level connections with MediaMixer technology.  The intention for the MediaMixer technology is to integrate within 

the production environment of the archival facilities offered by the film archives and indeed any Islandora DAMS. 

 

Both partner ACUITY and the film archive in question are contributors to the recent NDSA (National Digital 

Stewardship Alliance) in the US regarding requirements for born digital video, for which MediaMixer’s standards 

have been introduced.  The NDSA may benefit from the support and concrete prototypical implementation should it 

go ahead using Islandora, as has been sketched in discussions so far. 

 

A follow-on webinar will be organized to support these ongoing interests to tie in with the Islandora Camp May 7-9 

and availability of the interested parties. 

 

Framework for scope of activities conducted by CONDAT (“TV Broadcasters”) 

 

The goal for the project duration for the partner CONDAT was to achieve impact towards their customers (TV 

broadcasters) and to provide  

1) initial solutions, which allow to demonstrate the benefits of media re-use and  

2) to offer the solution for a restricted domain, e.g. for in-house use, where we can provide the environment and 

re-use materials even for large amounts of data, e.g. if we have large archives.  

 

CONDAT has presented the resulting newsroom solution (cf. D2.2.3 and the Use Case page at 

http://community.mediamixer.eu/benefits/mediacreators) at several events in Europe and gathered feedback from 

different target domains. The re-use of MFs can be exploited in several domains, such as the edition for TV 

newsrooms, news agencies, Web Portals, press or magazines, and all other video production. The consortium has 

visited several events for broader industry, public and service sector, and on the other side more specific events, 

where the focused groups could be addressed with more specific solutions according their needs.  

 

The most relevant domains, which expressed interest in the MM solution were public broadcasters, Web Portals, 

partly associated to the TV and press sector and other content owners and providers from politics, sports, and 

entertainment.  

 

The feedback of these different domains was that there is a high interest in re-use of materials, because of different 

motivations, because they have   

 invested a high amount of money for the production of materials. This reason is relevant for several 

sectors, because many video productions are very expensive; this is caused by high efforts for preparation, 

http://community.mediamixer.eu/benefits/mediacreators
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cutting, subtitles, etc. and, in addition, several materials require large fees for the licenses  for recording 

and their publication, e.g. sports or events (e.g. Pop Festivals).  

 A large amount of available materials, from broadcasters which have been sent or not; the archives are 

simply growing larger every year and they are on air 24h/7days. 

 available user generated content, which was collected without costs, but only a small part is usually of 

interest for others; the MM technology could help to identify these parts possibly by a semi-automatic 

process 

 Long video collections of parliamentary sessions, which are available more and more with the demand for 

more participation of the public in political decisions. 

 Specific, non-reproducible materials from historical events.  

 

Most of these materials can not be re-sold as complete video again, because e.g. for some football matches there is 

not much demand after some years. But it could be interesting to re-use fragments, e.g. if somebody analyzes or 

composes an exposé of a player, we need all snippets from former games.  

 

We have in general the two types of benefits for: 

 the more valuable materials, with high demand,: they could be better exposed and increasingly sold in form 

of fragments; 

 the less valuable material, which could be regarded as the long tail of the footage, that was not exploitable 

before; it  could now be offered with the MM technology, which allows to identify the interesting parts and 

enable their retrieval by the fragmenting and meta data annotations. 

 

One main hurdle remains the rights conditions, because most of the materials in the archives are historically 

associated with rights and cost conditions that are defined in a non-automatic extractable form. It contains 

conditions about distribution area, region, target group, number of viewers, and duration of visibility. CONDAT 

has begun on a demonstration of a MediaMixer solution to this issue by integrating the copyright technology of 

Universitat de Lleida into their semantic newsroom tool.  

 

Requests came from nearly all European countries which have TV and video productions, especially from 

organizations which have built up large archives in a long tradition; they often had the motivation that the older 

valuable materials, which have less demand every year, should be offered to the whole society. 

 

Through MediaMixer, CONDAT is now in a strengthened position to be able to offer these organizations a 

software solution that meets their requirements, having integrated MediaMixer technology (Media Fragments, 

semantics, rights management) into one of their products (Smart Media Engine) and having developed within the 

project a demonstrator (in the domain of the TV newsroom) that shows to the industry the concrete benefits 

(lowering cost and reducing time through eased access to re-usable fragments of archived video).  
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5. Conclusions 
 
MediaMixer has reached out to several industries in its lifetime, and it is considered critical to maintain some 

momentum from the activities executed by MediaMixer. This includes continued cooperation with industry contacts 

gained during the project (primarily the core members, see also D3.3.4) as well as re-use of the materials produced 

for the industry domains by MediaMixer through its Webinars, Innovation Day and use cases. All MediaMixer 

partners have benefitted in the project from new and strengthened contacts to representatives of the industry who are 

working with media assets and are interested in the benefits of MediaMixer technology. Through specific use cases 

and demonstrators, real world solutions are demonstrable to media creators, media owners and media distributors, 

with all pointers to information and content collected on the Community Portal and distributable as the Use Case 

White Papers and links to online demonstrators or demo videos. These will be re-used in the future by MediaMixer 

partners and the established contacts and collaborations continued, with the expectation that the next years will 

continue to show a growing uptake of the semantic multimedia technology within industry.  

 
 
  


